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July 15th, 2019 
 
 
 
 
Dear Partners: 
 
I hope that you are well. I greatly appreciate the confidence that you have placed in me by 
entrusting me with your capital, and I appreciate your continued support. Throughout the letter I will 
make references to the Owner’s Manual that you should have received; if you would like me to send 
you an additional copy, I would be happy to do so. 
 
At the end of Q2 2019 the portfolio was attractively priced, with the Price to Base Case value ratio 
at 60%. The portfolio had 11 investments and cash at 0.4% at the end of the quarter. The ratio of 
Price to my estimate of Normalized EPS was 9x for a collection of businesses that I expect to grow 
profits at mid-single digit rates on average over the long-term. 
 

 
The results, while substantially improved from the end of last year, are still not where I hope that 
they will be over the long-term. The underlying companies that we are invested in are, in most 
cases, showing good fundamental traction and I remain excited about the future prospects of our 
portfolio. The most significant period of time to judge the partnership’s outcome is over a full 
economic and market cycle that includes a typical share of good and bad environments. 
 
With the U.S. stock market again at an all-time high, the opportunities for finding undervalued 
securities of good businesses are few and far between. My standards remain as high as ever and I 
continue to study high quality companies as a way of preparing for possible future price 
dislocations. The advantage of a long-term time horizon is that it encourages patience and 
concentrates the mind on what will happen to our capital in 5-10 years. With such a mindset it 
would be foolish to compromise on either the quality of the companies we invest in or the margin of 
safety in the form of a large discount between their price and my estimate of intrinsic value. 
 
I am expecting an additional subscription from an existing partner to be funded later this year and 
remain in conversations with several prospective partners. Overall, I expect continued inflows into 
the partnership in 2019. The partnership is now available on Fidelity’s brokerage platform for those 
who want to make an investment in their IRA accounts, on same terms as before.  
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Executive Summary 
At the end of Q2 2019 the portfolio had 11 investments, cash levels at 0.4% and option-adjusted 
net exposure of 106%. The portfolio ended the quarter at an attractive level of Price to Base Case 
value estimate of 60%. My investment decisions are driven by bottom-up considerations, and cash 
is a residual of that bottom-up investment process. I do not seek to time the market, and I continue 
to rigorously stick to my criteria for quality and discount to intrinsic value. 
 

 
 
• If there were a severe dislocation in the market or another reason for a very attractive 

investment opportunity, the partnership would have at least 20% in capital to redeploy from the 
hedged Discovery (DISCK) position, as well as a substantial amount of capital, likely 10%+, from 
the Allergan (AGN) investment as long as the take-over bid by AbbVie remains viable. 
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Investment Activity  
 
I made the following changes to the portfolio during the quarter: 
 
• Started a new, ~ 5% investment in Fox Corp (FOX) 
• Reduced our investment in American Tower (AMT) 
• Increased our investment in Allergan (AGN) and purchased TEVA put options as a hedge against 

tail-risk from opioid litigation affecting the company. After the purchase Allergan received a 
cash-and-stock buyout offer from AbbVie 

• Slightly reduced our investment in Undisclosed Position 2 following significant price 
appreciation that caused the investment to exceed the maximum size under my risk 
management parameters 

• As previously communicated in the Q1 2019 letter, I increased Undisclosed Position 4 from a 
small to a medium (10%) position and believe that the risk/reward is very attractive at this price 
level 

 
 

● White: thesis is tracking roughly in-line with my base case  
● Orange: thesis is tracking somewhat below my base case 
● Red: thesis is tracking significantly below my base case 
● Dull Green: thesis is tracking somewhat better than my base case 
● Bright Green: thesis is tracking significantly better than my base case 
● Black: Investment exited 
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• There was no top-down thinking in decreasing the partnership’s cash levels. It was simply a 

product of finding additional investment opportunities (e.g. adding to Allergan as the stock was 
falling and investing in Fox post spin-off) that passed my standards for quality and margin of 
safety 

• Should new opportunities become plentiful, the partnership will have 20%-35% of the portfolio 
that it can redeploy from the Discovery Communications and Allergan investments. The former 
is hedged with Put options, and the latter is subject to a take-over offer that has good odds of 
being consummated and which has a substantial cash component. 

 
Operational Update 
 
• Thank you to those of you who attended the Annual Partnership meeting in April. It was great to 

have such a high quality of discussion and questions. 

• The partnership has now been approved for investment in IRA accounts on Fidelity’s platform. 

• I presented Discovery Communications (DISCK) at MOI Global’s Wide Moat Investing Summit in 
June, explaining why I believe it is now an even more compelling investment than it was 18 
months ago, when I first presented it despite significant price appreciation. You can watch the 
presentation here and I am enclosing the presentation slides. 

• I continued posting educational investing videos on my YouTube channel, including the video 
version of the Owner’s Manual broken up into a series of videos. Please take a look and share 
with others like us who believe in a long-term investing approach. 

• I wrote several articles on general investing-related topics at the Behavioral Value Investor, a 
publication of Silver Ring Value Partners, including  
1. What You Can Learn From My 50% Loss 
2. How Long Will My Money Last? 
3. 5 Insights From The 2019 Berkshire Hathaway Annual Meeting 

https://moiglobal.com/gary-mishuris-201906/
https://moiglobal.com/gary-mishuris-201906/
https://www.youtube.com/c/GaryMishuris?sub_confirmation=1
https://behavioralvalueinvestor.com/
https://behavioralvalueinvestor.com/blog/my-50-percent-loss
https://behavioralvalueinvestor.com/blog/my-50-percent-loss
https://behavioralvalueinvestor.com/blog/how-long-will-my-money-last
https://behavioralvalueinvestor.com/blog/how-long-will-my-money-last
https://behavioralvalueinvestor.com/blog/2019/5/14/5-insights-from-the-2019-berkshire-hathaway-annual-meeting
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Portfolio Update 
 

Investing Environment 
 
The investing environment remains dangerous and unattractive from the perspective of availability 
of good companies at bargain prices. Expectations remain optimistic across many of the 
businesses that I study. The brief period of fear that we experienced in December of 2018 has 
been forgotten, and company after company is rushing to squeeze through the IPO window to take 
advantage of permissive equity markets.  
 
I would be surprised if 10-year annual total returns for the U.S. stocks from the current starting 
point exceeded mid single-digits. This is much lower than the oft-quoted 9%-10% annual returns 
that we have seen over the last century. The underwhelming long-term returns being offered by 
today’s equity prices only look attractive in comparison with those offered by long-term government 
bonds. Someone who buys the 10-year U.S. government bond today is likely to get no real (adjusted 
for inflation) return over a decade, and if held in a taxable account likely to actually lose purchasing 
power.  
 
Within that context, you might wonder why the portfolio holds so little cash after a period of several 
years that saw it average a substantial amount. The answer lies in the fact that my investment 
process is bottom-up, not top-down. I have no ability nor interest in trying to time the market. 
Instead, I set rigorous quality standards for the companies that I choose to invest in and substantial 
margin of safety requirements for the discount from intrinsic value that I choose to purchase them 
at.  
 
If you recall, several letters ago I mentioned that I have tightened my initial investment 
requirements by 1) temporarily not investing in average businesses regardless of price and 2) 
increasing the minimum margin of safety requirement for Excellent businesses from 75% of base 
case value to 65%. With those bottom-up precautions in place, once a prospective investment 
meets my criteria I am going to act appropriately without any top-down considerations. 
 
During the quarter, the incremental capital was deployed in three investments that met the above 
criteria. Fox Corp, was a newly created company that wasn’t previously available; it was created as 
a result of a sale to Disney of a portion of its predecessor company. I meaningfully added to 
Allergan’s stock as it fell to irrational price levels during the quarter. Finally, I added to Undisclosed 
Position #4 as it has a passionate founder CEO who has exhibited competence and has a large 
amount of skin in the game, and a valuation that offers limited downside and very large upside. In 
short, I did exactly what I am supposed to do – rigorously implement my investment process that I 
explained to you in the Owner’s Manual by investing in securities of companies that I understand, at 
attractive prices when compared to the likely range of their intrinsic values. 
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Portfolio Activity 
 
This quarter’s activity was: 
 
• Started a new, ~ 5% investment in Fox Corp (FOX) 
• Reduced our investment in American Tower (AMT) 
• Increased our investment in Allergan (AGN) and purchased TEVA put options as a hedge against 

tail-risk from opioid litigation affecting the company. After the purchase Allergan received a 
cash-and-stock buyout offer from AbbVie 

• Slightly reduced our investment in Undisclosed Position 2 following significant price 
appreciation that caused the investment to exceed the maximum size under my risk 
management parameters 

• As previously communicated in the Q1 2019 letter, I increased Undisclosed Position 4 from a 
small to a medium (10%) position and believe that the risk/reward is very attractive at this price 
level 

 

Fox Corp (FOX) New Investment 

Fox Corporation was created following the sale of a portion of the business to Disney. What remains 
is the Fox News network, FOX broadcast network and major-market TV stations, as well as the 
national sports cable networks. Of all the assets, Fox News is by far the most important, 
contributing approximately 75% of normalized profitability. It is also the one that has the strongest 
sustainable competitive advantage. Almost half of the country perceives it as a must-have network, 
and it therefore enjoys very inelastic demand. I consider the business to be of Excellent quality. The 
management team is experienced and has a good track record of value creation. They have 
recently shown restraint in not bidding to recoup the regional sports network business that the 
predecessor company sold to Disney and that the latter was forced to divest. Finally, the balance 
sheet is in solid shape, with net Debt/EBITDA at under 2.5x. 
 
My range of values is between $20 and $107, with a base case of $56. This is driven by a business 
that I believe has normalized EPS/FCF of $2.75-$3.00 in a few years that is growing in the mid-
single digits. The company also has a number of excess assets that are worth close to $10/share. 
The largest of these is a sizable NOL which allows it to reduce its cash taxes for many years, as well 
as a stake in Roku and a valuable studio lot. I purchased the stock at ~ $35/share, or around 11x 
forward 12 months normalized EPS excluding excess assets. I sized the investment as a small, 5%, 
position because 1) the downside is > 35% and 2) this investment has meaningful correlation of 
long-term business outcomes with our Discovery investment. I do believe that the two companies 
are complementary, and both are positioned to avoid the competitive fiction content market. 
Longer-term it wouldn’t surprise me if Discovery and Fox merge as this would give them even more 
scale and make their combined offering even more must-have. 
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Allergan (AGN) Update 

Last fall I converted our equity investment in Allergan into long-term call options expiring in 2021 
with strike prices between $125 and $150 for reasons I covered in the prior letter. At the end of 
last December when the stock fell to even more unreasonable levels I increased our investment by 
buying Allergan’s equity at $130. During Q2 2019 the stock fell again, and I re-assessed the 
investment thesis from scratch and lowered some of my base case assumptions for long-term 
market share for Botox. The result was to lower my base case from over $250/share to 
$227/share. 
 
As the stock was trading close to 50% of my revised base case value estimate, I added to our 
investment, first at $125 and then again at $117. When I made the latter purchase, in June, one of 
the market’s concerns was opioid litigation, and the risk of any liability that Allergan might have. 
Allergan has sold its generics business to Teva, and the latter had indemnified the company against 
any liability. However, Teva’s balance sheet is very weak, and it is possible that in an adverse 
litigation outcome the company could go bankrupt (its Credit Default Swaps, CDS, spiked 
significantly once the litigation issue arose). I believed that any liability to Allergan for opioid 
litigation was very unlikely, but it is also outside of my circle of competence to properly judge such 
complex legal issues. So as I was making the investment a large position I decided that I wanted to 
hedge against this risk to protect us against low-probability large permanent capital loss. I did this 
by buying 2021 put options on Teva with a strike price of $3. The logic was that for Allergan to face 
liability Teva would need to go bankrupt first, and Teva’s stock would go close to zero in such an 
event.  
 
As an aside, I want to highlight how behaviorally difficult it was to keep adding to the Allergan 
position as the stock was going down. Even the best investors are not robots, and as a large 
position gets marked lower and lower by the market, it is only human for doubts to begin to creep in 
to one’s thinking. However, that is the whole point of my rigorous investment process. Regardless of 
what I might be feeling, the point is to act fully rationally based on a continuous comparison of price 
and value. I didn’t feel wonderfully adding to the investment, but because of my investment process 
I knew it was the right thing to do and acted accordingly. When I tell people that my temperament is 
part of my competitive advantage as an investor, it is frequently hard to demonstrate. I would argue 
that this is an example of that temperament in action. 
 
 
Shortly after my last purchase of Allergan stock, AbbVie (ABBV), made a cash and stock offer for the 
company. The terms for each share of AGN were $120 in cash and 0.866 shares in ABBV. AbbVie 
management believes that they can generate $2B per year in cost synergies by year 3 after the 
deal close. I estimated the stand-alone value of ABBV to be around $65 and the post-deal value of 
ABBV to be in the high $90s. At the current market price of $69 for ABBV shares, AGN shareholders 
are due to receive value of ~ $180. At my post-deal intrinsic value estimate of ABBV shares, we 
would be receiving ~ $205. Both of these are below my $227 base case estimate for AGN, so while 
I am glad that the timing to the price to value gap closing has been pulled forward, I am mildly 
disappointed that we didn’t get a price that more fully reflects the standalone value of the business, 
much less the value of synergies of the two companies. As an interesting aside, the CEO of Allergan 
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stood to make $30M following a change in control, and he was able to get a Board seat on the 
combined company. He owned approximately $30M in stock. I will leave it to you to decide if 
negotiating vigorously for another 10%-20% in price would have been worth it if it meant 
jeopardizing the deal from the perspective of his self-interest. 
 
At this point I decided to keep our entire investment in Allergan as is. There are three possibilities: 

 
• The deal breaks because of some exogenous factor (e.g. China decides to use this as a 

bargaining chip in the trade war, Trump decides to use this as a bargaining chip to get drug 
price concessions as part of his re-election bid, etc). There are no legitimate anti-trust 
concerns to speak of. In this scenario, while the stock is likely to go down in the short-term, I 
am happy for us to own deeply undervalued Allergan and let my thesis prove out in the 
public market. 

• The deal goes through as is. Assuming a close in 9 months the IRR to the deal value using 
ABBV’s market price is ~ 12%, which is a fine return considering the low risk. Further, the 
IRR using ABBV’s intrinsic value post-deal is much higher. 

• There is a second bid. I believe the possibility is small, but not zero. Allergan has valuable, 
unique assets that many should want. AbbVie does not have a particularly good strategic fit 
with Allergan, they are just trying to offset the revenue declines that will be caused in a few 
years by some of their major drugs going off patent. There are other large Pharma 
companies in a similar predicament, so I do believe that a higher bid is possible 
 

 

American Tower (AMT) Update 

 
After 3 consecutive quarters of results that were moderately better than my base case 
assumptions, I re-assessed to company’s value as per my process. The result was to increase the 
base case value estimate from ~ $200 to $212. During the quarter the stock reached $212, and I 
further reduced our investment by eliminating the equity portion of the position. What remains is 
the call option component. Recall that my sell process for businesses that I judge to be Excellent, of 
which American Tower certainly is one, is to sell a third at 95% of base case value, another third at 
100% of base case value and the remainder at 105% of value. I am following this process and 
intend to eliminate the remainder of the position if the stock exceeds 105% of base case value.  
 
American Tower is an excellent business managed by an excellent management team. However, 
there is a price at which any business no longer offers attractive prospective returns as an 
investment but instead caries disproportionate risk of permanent capital loss. Owning a company 
irrespective of the relationship between price and value is not compatible with a value investing 
approach. 
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Undisclosed Position #2 Update 

 
Recall that this investment was made for the following two reasons: 
 

• The purchase price was at or close to a conservative appraisal of liquidation value of the 
business 

• The management team was pursuing a turnaround strategy for a business that could result 
in returns of many times our original investment 

 
Turnarounds are hard, and the majority of them fail. However, in this case our downside was 
protected, and even a modest probability of turnaround success created a very attractive expected 
return and risk/reward profile. Over the last two quarters the company finally showed meaningful 
signs of traction. This was evident in both underlying KPIs and in the sales and profit line. In Q1 the 
company reported high-teens organic sales growth rate and profitability moved from roughly break-
even to a meaningful profit. 
 
The stock reacted strongly, doubling in price. Irrespective of this price appreciation, this was now 
arguably a better investment as the probability of a turnaround being successful has greatly 
increased. For perspective, after the stock had doubled it was now trading at only 10x run-rate 
earnings.  
 
The stock rose another ~ 25%, and at this point the size of our position exceeded my risk 
management parameters. I still thought it was a very attractive investment, well below the 85% of 
base case value where I would normally begin selling the investment for a business of this quality. 
However, since the Portfolio at Risk (PaR) was now just above my maximum of 10%, I began to 
reduce the position size. Given the low liquidity of this stock I moved slowly as to not adversely 
affect the price. My goal was to trim ~ 10% of our investment, and I accomplished a fraction of that. 
 
And then management decided to snatch a draw from the jaws of victory. The company announced 
a secondary equity offering at a meaningful discount to the market. Given that the company was 
solidly cash flow positive, had cash on the balance sheet, no debt and availability under its bank 
credit line, it’s hard for me to understand the rationale behind this act. Perhaps having gone 
through a difficult couple of years they wanted to increase the margin of safety by building a cash 
cushion in case the turnaround doesn’t go as well as current indications seem to suggest. Perhaps 
they see a problem on the horizon that I am not aware of. Or another possibility is that they are 
simply not very sophisticated at capital allocation and got talked into doing a deal by investment 
bankers eager for a fee. 
 
Regardless, the impact on intrinsic value was to moderately increase my worst case value estimate 
and decrease my base case value. Given that the stock sold off by more than a third from its recent 
peak, the price to value ratio is very attractive and I continue to hold the investment. I will be trying 
to understand over the coming quarter if there is a problem with the business that I am unaware of, 
or if management’s capital allocation framework is flawed. Either way, I will be vigilant and make 
sure to begin reducing the investment appropriately when it approaches my base case value again. 
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Performance Discussion and Analysis 
I encourage you to consider the results summarized below in conjunction with both the investment 
thesis tracker as well as the discussion on the individual companies earlier in this letter. Price 
volatility usually far exceeds the changes in underlying business values. My analysis suggests that 
the portfolio is well positioned in securities of good businesses trading at large discounts to my 
estimate of their intrinsic value. I am optimistic about the future and remain disciplined in 
implementing the investment process. 
 
My investment process has many similarities with a private equity approach, albeit applied to the 
public markets. I typically hold investments for 3-5 years. I focus on quality businesses with high 
Free Cash Flow generation run by competent management teams. I seek to make investments with 
a large margin of safety to a conservatively estimated intrinsic value of each company. 
 
If the partnership’s portfolio were indeed comprised of the exact same companies but held privately 
rather than as partial interests through publicly traded securities, the focus would not be on the 
non-existent market prices, but rather on underlying business progress as compared to my 
underwriting assumptions. Just because we have short-term market price information available to 
us does not mean we should imbue it with meaning that it likely does not possess. Because of the 
partnership’s patient capital base, the success or failure of our investments will be determined by 
long-term business outcomes, not short-term stock fluctuations. 

Last 12 Months Inception - 6/30/2019 (cumulative)
Net Return (after all fees)* 5.6% 21.9%
Hurdle Rate of 6% per year 6.0% 18.0%
Russell 3000 (total return) 9.0% 36.6%
MSCI World Index (total return) 7.0% 30.3%

Average Cash & Equivalents % Portfolio 8.0% 30.1%
Average Option-Adjusted Net Exposure** 82.7% 61.2%

Contribution to Gross Return (before all fees)
Positions (including equities and options that were part of each position)
Undisclosed Position 2 5.3% 6.9%
Allergan Plc 2.9% 3.9%
Arcadis NV 2.5% 4.5%
eBay Inc 2.0% 2.2%
American Tower Position 1.8% 4.5%
Discovery Communications Position 1.3% 5.2%
Fox Corp 0.2% 0.2%
Go-Ahead Group PLC 0.1% 0.2%
Owens-Illinois Inc -0.5% -0.5%
Cimpress NV -0.7% 2.9%
Royal Caribbean Position -1.4% -1.5%
Gilead Sciences Position -2.0% -1.9%
Undisclosed Position 4 -3.8% -4.1%
Hill International (previously Undisclosed Position 3) 1.4%
CommerceHub Inc 1.8%
Innoviva (previously Undisclosed Position 1) 2.5%

* Performance fee is presented based on the Founder's Class, which reflected the majority of the assets during these time periods

Disclaimers: Please see the “Disclaimers” section at the end of this letter

Performance Analysis (6/30/2019)

** Option-Adjusted Net Exposure adjusts for the use of options by replacing their weight with the delta-adjusted notional value for each option. While imperfect, it takes into account both 
the use of put option hedges and the presence of long-term call options
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Your Questions 
As I have committed to do in the Owner’s Manual, I will use these letters to provide answers to 
questions that I receive when I believe the answers to be of interest to all of the partners. I have 
received one question this quarter that I thought was worth answering in this forum and it is 
paraphrased below. (Please keep the questions coming, I will do my best to address them fully.)  
 

Why do you use options, particularly the long-term call options? 
 
The full answer is long, so here is the very short version: 
 

• I believe my use of options has the potential to moderately improve our results and help us 
manage risk 

• I believe that even in the worst case any permanent impairment of capital from using 
options would be moderate. If our non-option investments produce an attractive result over 
a decade, a worst case for the options will still leave us with a good outcome 
 

With that, here is the long answer. 
 
Before answering this question, it would help if I first explained my overall philosophy on investing 
and what it means to be a value investor. Over the last decade it has become fashionable to talk 
about owning great companies forever. The dictum that over time the return on an investment 
converges on the returns of the underlying business has been frequently repeated. More and more 
value investors have focused primarily on quality and relegated the margin of safety derived from 
valuation to a consideration of secondary importance.  
 
Too often you hear either Warren Buffett or Charlie Munger casually quoted, such as Buffett’s 
famous quote that his favorite holding period is forever, to justify owning good businesses 
irrespective of price. While I have been known to quote Buffett on occasion myself, this is not my 
approach. Nor is it my goal to blindly imitate anyone else, no matter their status, track record or 
renown. I have learned from many investors, and over time have developed an approach that takes 
into account my own strengths and weaknesses to implement an intrinsic value investing process. 
 
My approach is that while I value the business as if my holding period will be forever, whether I 
consider it to be a good investment or not is always dependent on the relationship between my 
range of values and the price. It baffles me when well-known investors cannot articulate a price at 
which they would sell a security just because they think the underlying business is great. This is 
especially true when discussing large, well-known companies as some of these investors own. Such 
“buy-and-hold at any price” approach is incompatible with value investing as I understand it. 
 
Now consider the public markets where the partnership invests. Frequently these are very large, 
often highly efficient markets. It has to be this way. Recall that the purpose of public markets is to 
allow real businesses to raise capital from a diverse group of investors. For them to be able to do 
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this at a reasonable cost, these investors require a secondary market where there is sufficient 
efficiency and liquidity so that they could exit their investments at fair prices a good percentage of 
the time. If many securities were grossly mispriced for many years, the capital markets would not 
function in a way that they do in the modern age. Investors would require much higher returns if the 
only way they could exit their investments would be at a deep discount or with a delay of many 
years. Such markets do exist, people do own private businesses, but investors typically demand 
either control or a higher rate of return for illiquidity. 
 
The markets, while highly efficient most of the time, are not efficient all of the time or with respect 
to all securities all of the time. That is what creates the occasional opportunities for us to deploy 
capital at abnormally high prospective rates of return. However, because the large, liquid markets 
in which we invest tend to move back towards efficiency fairly quickly, it is highly unlikely that a 
given security will remain materially undervalued for 5-10 years. In my almost two decades of 
professional investing, I have observed that most of the time the price-to-value gap closes inside of 
3-4 years if one is correct in their investment thesis.  
 
You might be wondering – what about companies like Amazon, early-days Microsoft or early-days 
WalMart? Didn’t these stocks continue to produce amazing returns for many years, often despite 
high starting valuation? That is absolutely true, however there are two factors to consider for why 
this is rarely relevant for the kinds of investments that the partnership makes. 
 
In almost all cases of amazing 10+ year stock returns, the underlying business continued to create 
new value, above and beyond what was created in prior years. A good example of such new value 
creation is Amazon when it created its new AWS division. Someone analyzing the business when it 
was just an online retailer would likely not assign much value to something like AWS being created. 
However, once there is evidence that this is a valuable new business, it would be reasonable to 
increase the value estimate to take it into account.  
 
The perfect business has the following economic characteristics: 
 

• High returns on invested capital for the capital already deployed in the business 
• High returns on incremental invested capital 
• A large amount of incremental capital that can be deployed at those high rates of return 

 
These are the characteristics of what people call a “compounder.” These kinds of businesses are 
extremely rare. It is even rarer to be able to identify them well in advance.  
 
Most good businesses have high returns on capital, but lack the ability to meaningfully reinvest 
back into the business at high rates of return. There is nothing wrong with that, but the result is that 
other than the time-value of money their value shouldn’t drastically increase over time. An example 
might be present-day Coca Cola or WalMart. These are good, predictable businesses, but high-
growth compounders they are not. 
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Identifying “compounders” early and buying them at high valuations is not within my circle of 
competence. I tip my hat to those few investors who are good at that, but the next best thing to 
being able to do it well is to know your own limitations. The cost of thinking that you can pay fancy 
prices for compounders and then being wrong about the prospects of the businesses is major 
permanent capital loss, which is something that I work hard to minimize.  
 
So the typical investment for the partnership is a security of a good, predictable business that is 
mispriced for temporary reasons. The business value shouldn’t drastically change other than the 
time value of money (e.g. if your opportunity cost of capital is 10%, then a business worth $100 
today should be worth $110 in a year). Usually the price to value gap exists either because of 
neglect, forced selling, difference in time horizon or a difference in analysis about the future 
profitability of the business between myself and most market participants. 
 
Such a gap gets resolved as new information comes out about business profitability, and if I am 
correct in my analysis the market price of the security will over time converge on my estimate of 
value. There are of course times when I am going to be wrong, which is why I work so hard to track 
my investment thesis, seek out opposite points of view and in general be attuned to the possibility 
that my value estimate needs to be updated in either direction based on new evidence or new 
analysis. The bottom line is that it is unlikely that I am right in my investment thesis on a company 
and yet 3-4 years from initial purchase the price-to-value gap has not largely closed. 
 
To sum up the above, while I value each company from the perspective of a permanent owner, the 
odds are very good that my holding period is not going to be forever because the price to value gap 
will close. When that happens, the future expected returns from owning the security will decline and 
become less attractive than other alternatives and the security will be sold. For reference, on the 
Focused Value strategy that I managed at my prior firm, my annual portfolio turnover was ~ 25%, 
which translates into an average holding period of 4 years. This brings me back to options.  
 
I use options in the following ways: 
 

• Selling a Put to enter a new investment. The idea is that the security is just above where I 
would buy it, but the option is expensive enough such that if I have excess cash I can sell a 
put option of 30-60 day maturity and “create” a cheaper entry price for something that I 
would do anyway while earning a good IRR on the cash. An example might be a stock that I 
would buy for $100 but is selling at $105. I may sell a put option with a strike price of $100 
for $2 and a duration of 30 days. I would then set aside $100 in cash for those 30 days. If 
the stock declines below $100, I will have effectively purchased the stock for $98, 
something that I would have done anyway. If the stock does not decline, then I would have 
earned a 20%+ IRR on the $100 cash that I set aside. 

• Selling a Covered Call. An example might be if I own a stock that my process dictates I 
should sell at $100 and the stock is at $95. I might sell a call option with a strike price of 
$100 and collect a small premium. In this way I am benefiting from my rigorous sell 
discipline to make a little more than I otherwise would have, since I would sell at $100. 
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• Buying a Put as a hedge. The idea is to limit risk on an investment so that the partnership 
can benefit from the upside of a bigger position while limiting risk of permanent capital loss 
in the case that I am wrong in my analysis. Recent examples included Gilead (GILD) and 
Discovery (DISCK). The downside of this is giving up some upside, so this only makes sense 
infrequently, when the upside is very large, I have a lot of excess cash available so that the 
opportunity cost is low and there are unusual short-term risks facing the business. 

• Buying a Put on an overvalued security. I do not use portfolio leverage or short stocks. The 
reason is that, with recourse leverage, if I am wrong the losses can be unlimited. It can also 
force an investor to become a forced seller of other securities if they use recourse leverage 
and the investment temporarily goes against them in the market, even if they are eventually 
correct.  
 
In contrast, by buying a put option I can limit the amount of possible permanent capital loss 
to a small amount. I do not invest more than 2% of the partnership’s capital into puts on any 
individual underlying stock. I also structure the investment to get a time horizon of ~ 3 years 
and appropriate risk/reward. This might mean buying a 1% put option for 18 months with 
the idea of deploying the other 1% for another 18 months if the price to value gap doesn’t 
close within the first 18 months, or a 0.5% put option for 9 months with the idea of 
extending the time horizon up to 3 years by purchasing additional 0.5% positions if the 
circumstances merit it.  
 
As I explained in the prior discussion, I believe that most of the time if the price to value gap 
hasn’t closed in ~ 3 years, it is more likely that I am wrong than that the gap will close after 
that period of time. There are times when this is not the case, but that is why appropriate 
risk/reward is important – we want to benefit the times we are right far more than what we 
lose the times that we are wrong, so that on average our results are satisfactory. Note that I 
do not seek out stocks to bet against in such a manner. However, if in the normal course of 
my investment work I discover a highly overvalued security that I already know well, I believe 
that this can be a good use of our capital and also provide diversification to the portfolio. 
The only example so far of this has been Royal Caribbean (RCL). 

• Buying a long-term Call option on an undervalued security. I wrote about this extensively in 
the addendum to a prior letter that I would be happy to send to anyone who is interested. 
The summary is that the big disadvantage is a shorter time horizon (typically ~ 3 years) 
offset by 1) cheap, non-recourse leverage and 2) the option being somewhat undervalued 
vs. my estimate of its fundamental value. I hate shrinking my time horizon, so this is not 
something that is going to happen very often, and I have imposed a limit of 10% at cost on 
all such call options at the portfolio level at any given time to minimize the chance of a large 
permanent capital loss from such investments. I don’t plan on doing this often, but 
occasionally it does make sense. This is especially true when there are other attractive 
opportunities, and by having some or all of the investment in long-term call options we can 
benefit from multiple insights. 
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If the markets were to shut down for 3 years (always a good test of any investment strategy), 
we would lose less than 10% of the portfolio. Conversely, the implied leverage in the options 
in the way that I use them means that we get a risk-reward ratio of 4x+. So occasionally we 
may experience losses even if I am eventually correct in my thesis on the stock in the range 
of 1%-5%. I believe that these will be more than offset by the times when the price to value 
gap closes as I expect and our 1%-5% option position translates into a 5%-20% benefit for 
the partnership.  

 
Here is the bottom line: the main event is investing in good companies at prices that offer a margin 
of safety by way of a large discount to their intrinsic value. All of the above ways of using options 
are the “hamburger helper,” not the main meal. I genuinely believe that used wisely options can 
help us manage risk and somewhat improve our returns; even if I am completely wrong on this 
point the cost to the partnership will be modest. If I compound capital at the rates that I would 
consider to be good over a decade on the underlying securities, even if everything goes wrong (e.g. 
all the long-term call options expire worthless) the results for the partnership would still be quite 
satisfactory. 
 
If I write a lot about options, it is not because they are a major part of the portfolio or because I 
expect them to be the main source of our returns. Rather, it is because they are harder to explain to 
current and potential partners than simple equities. I will admit, there are days when it’s tempting 
not to use options just to avoid answering questions about them, but I believe in doing nothing for 
the sake of appearances and doing my best to compound our capital safely the best way that I 
know how, which is what I will continue to try to do. If my investment process evolves to where I 
reach a conclusion that some or all of the above uses of options are not the best use of my time or 
our capital, then I will modify my process and communicate it to you. Until that time, the above is 
my investment process for using options in the partnership. 
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Portfolio Metrics 
I track a number of metrics for the portfolio to help me better understand it and manage risk. I track 
these both at a given point in time, and as a time series to analyze how the portfolio has changed 
over time to make sure that it is invested in the way that I intend for it to be. Below I share a 
number of these metrics, what each means, and what it can tell us about the portfolio. As time 
passes, you should be able to refer to these charts and graphs to help you gain deeper insight into 
how I am applying my process.  
 

Price % Base Case Value 
This metric tracks the portfolio’s weighted average ratio between market price and my Base Case 
intrinsic value estimate of each security. This ratio is presented both including cash and 
equivalents, which are valued at a Price to Value of 100%, and excluding those. All else being 
equal, the lower these numbers are, the better. Excluding cash and equivalents, a level above 
100% would be a red flag, indicating that the portfolio is trading above my estimate of intrinsic 
value. Levels between 90% and 100% I would characterize as a yellow flag, suggesting that the 
portfolio is very close to my estimate of value. Levels between 75% and 90% are lukewarm, while 
levels below 75% are attractive. 
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Quality Quintiles 
As outlined in the Owner’s Manual, I evaluate the quality of the Business, the Management and the 
Balance Sheet as part of my assessment of each company. I grade each on a 5-point scale with 1 
meaning Excellent, 2 Above Average, 3 Average, 4 Below Average and 5 Terrible. The chart that 
follows presents the weighted average for each of the three metrics for the securities in the 
portfolio. 

 

Portfolio at Risk (PaR) 
I estimate the Portfolio at Risk (PaR) of each position by multiplying the weight of each position in 
the portfolio by the percent downside from the current price to the Worst Case estimate of intrinsic 
value. This helps me manage the risk of permanent capital loss and size positions appropriately, so 
that no single security can cause such a material permanent capital loss that the rest of the 
portfolio, at reasonable rates of return, would not be able to overcome. I typically size positions at 
purchase to have PaR levels of 5% or lower, and a PaR value of 10% or more at any time would be 
a red flag. The chart below depicts the PaR values for the securities in the portfolio as of the end of 
the quarter. 
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Note: Positions are presented including options when applicable. So for example, the Discovery 
position includes the impact of the hedge (put options) and the American Tower position includes 
the impact of the LEAP Call options. 

 

Normalized Price-to-Earnings (P/E) Ratio 
I supplement my intrinsic value estimates, which are based on Discounted Cash Flow (DCF) 
analysis, with a number of other metrics that I use to make sure that my value estimates make 
sense. One of the more useful ones is the Normalized P/E ratio. The denominator is my estimate of 
earnings over the next 12 months, adjusted for any one-time/unsustainable factors, and if 
necessary adjusted for the cyclical nature of the business to reflect a mid-cycle economic 
environment. The numerator is adjusted for any excess assets (e.g. excess cash) not used to 
generate my estimate of normalized earnings. One way to interpret this number is that its inverse 
represents the rate of return we would receive on our purchase price if earnings remained 
permanently flat. So a normalized P/E of 10x would be consistent with an expectation of a 10% 
return. While the future is uncertain, it is typically my goal to invest in businesses whose value is 
increasing over time. If I am correct in my analysis, our return should exceed the inverse of the 
normalized P/E ratio over a long period of time.  The graph below represents the weighted average 
normalized P/E for the equities in the portfolio. 
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Conclusion 
I was showing one of my Bonsai tables to my 6 year-old son, Ben. The table was set somewhat 
crooked into the ground, and I was having to use large stones to make sure the trees wouldn’t slide 
off. Ben took one look, and said: “Papa, this isn’t going to work. It’s too tilted.” 
 
The table was full of trees, and I was loathe to clear them all and try to straighten the table. I looked 
it over and told him, “Son, it is somewhat crooked but it will be fine, I have the trees blocked with 
stones, they won’t slide.” Ben took another look and replied “No Papa, it’s not going to work.” 
 
I hesitated for a second. Could my 6 year-old be right and I wrong? Nah, it would be fine.  
 
It was fine. For weeks all the trees sat firmly in place and I had forgotten our conversation. And then 
the storm came.  
 
The next morning, right before a trip to visit a company, I was making my morning rounds to water 
my Bonsai. As I got to the tilted table, I couldn’t believe my eyes. It had partially fallen and all the 
trees were on the ground.  
 
Miraculously none of the pots broke and the trees seemed fine. I did what I should have done when 
Ben and I had the conversation: set the table straight and put the pots back on. When I got back 
from my trip, the first thing I did was to ask Ben to come with me outside, which he happily did. 
 
I told him, “Son, I want to show you something. The table you told me wouldn’t work? It fell and all 
the pots fell. You were right and I was wrong. The lesson I want you to learn is to always think for 
yourself from first principles, no matter who agrees or disagrees with you.” Ben nodded. 
 
The first lesson for me was that whenever I encounter an opinion that is contrary to what I want to 
believe, I should give it the greatest possible weight before my mind closes and re-anchors on my 
prior beliefs. The second is that the margin of safety needs to be big enough for the storm, not just 
for sunny weather. 
 
I am happy to answer any questions you have. Your feedback is important to me; please let me 
know how I can improve future letters. I greatly appreciate your trust and support, and I continue to 
work diligently to invest our capital.  
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Sincerely, 
 

Gary Mishuris, CFA 
Managing Partner, Chief Investment Officer 
Silver Ring Value Partners Limited Partnership 
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IMPORTANT DISCLOSURE AND DISCLAIMERS 
 
The information contained herein is confidential and is intended solely for the person to whom it has 
been delivered. It is not to be reproduced, used, distributed or disclosed, in whole or in part, to third 
parties without the prior written consent of Silver Ring Value Partners Limited Partnership (“SRVP”). 
The information contained herein is provided solely for informational and discussion purposes only 
and is not, and may not be relied on in any manner as legal, tax or investment advice or as an offer 
to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy an interest in any fund or vehicle managed or advised by 
SRVP or its affiliates. The information contained herein is not investment advice or a recommendation 
to buy or sell any specific security. 
 
The views expressed herein are the opinions and projections of SRVP as of June 30th, 2019, and are 
subject to change based on market and other conditions. SRVP does not represent that any opinion 
or projection will be realized. The information presented herein, including, but not limited to, SRVP’s 
investment views, returns or performance, investment strategies, market opportunity, portfolio 
construction, expectations and positions may involve SRVP’s views, estimates, assumptions, facts 
and information from other sources that are believed to be accurate and reliable as of the date this 
information is presented—any of which may change without notice. SRVP has no obligation (express 
or implied) to update any or all of the information contained herein or to advise you of any changes; 
nor does SRVP make any express or implied warranties or representations as to the completeness 
or accuracy or accept responsibility for errors. The information presented is for illustrative purposes 
only and does not constitute an exhaustive explanation of the investment process, investment 
strategies or risk management. 
 
The analyses and conclusions of SRVP contained in this information include certain statements, 
assumptions, estimates and projections that reflect various assumptions by SRVP and anticipated 
results that are inherently subject to significant economic, competitive, and other uncertainties and 
contingencies and have been included solely for illustrative purposes.  
 
As with any investment strategy, there is potential for profit as well as the possibility of loss.  SRVP 
does not guarantee any minimum level of investment performance or the success of any portfolio or 
investment strategy. All investments involve risk and investment recommendations will not always 
be profitable. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.  Investment returns and principal 
values of an investment will fluctuate so that an investor's investment may be worth more or less 
than its original value.  
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